My War Memories, 1914-1918
The military efficiency of the Turks in their frontier provinces was still further limited by the fact that the Kurds and Armenians on the Caucasus frontier and the Arab tribes in Mesopotamia and Syria as far as Aden were hostile to them. The Turks have always pursued an unhappy policy in regard to native populations. They have gone on the principle of taking everything and giving nothing. Now they had to reckon with these peoples as their enemies, By their unpardonable treatment of the Armenians the Turks deprived themselves even of labour, which they needed urgently, both for the building of railways and agriculture,
The Turkish efforts to summon Tripoli and Benghasi to a Holy War were only partially successful. Our U boats brought them arms, and to a certain extent maintained communication between those districts and Turkey.
An expedition against the Suez Canal in January-February, 1915, was defeated. It could only have been successful if, at the same time, the Senussi had invaded Egypt from the west and the Egyptians themselves had risen, But these were Utopian ideas; English sovereignty is firmly established in those provinces which are in her power,
At the mouth of the Euphrates and Tigris, England, with her
maritime communications, advanced step by step towards
Bagdad. It had been impossible for the Turks to prevent this.
In December, 1915, fighting again took place round Kut-el-Amara
below Bagdad, to which the English Expeditionary Tftjiee was,
by this time, alarmingly close.	***
The Turkish Army on the Caucasus frontier had been defeatedL* in the winter oi 1914-15,   They had been marking time since then.  Nevertheless they had suffered a high rate of wastage, chiefly owing to typhus and frost-bite.
The events in the Sinai Peninsula and Mesopotamia did not directly affect the Eastern Front. The Suez Expedition was followed with great interest and many hopes. The difficulties of communication, of which I have given a short description, were not fully realized by me at that time. In particular I was under, the impression that the Bagdad railway was better and
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